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In contrast to the elegant equivalence between super-reflexive Banach spaces and spaces that can be renormed with an equivalent uniformly convex norm, worked out by James and Enflo, the results on operators is not as satisfying or complete. Beauzamy [1] restated some of James' definitions for super-reflexity in terms of operators.
The operators he defined to be uniformly convexifying, however, may not even factor through any uniformly convex space. Possibly a better name would be super-reflexive maps since any operator that is finitely representable in a uniformly convexifying operator cannot have the Finite Tree Property. Davis, Figiel, Johnson, and Pelczyhski [4] have shown that weak compact maps are "reflexive" in the sense that they factor through reflexive spaces. However, there are no known conditions on T: X -> Y which are equivalent to T being factorable through a uniformly convex space. In this paper, necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained if X and Y are Banach lattices, T positive, and the factorization uses positive operators.
Preliminaries.
In this section definitions and results that will be used throughout this paper will be given. Notation will generally be consistent with Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [9] .
A partially ordered normed space X over the reals is called a normed lattice provided (i) x < y implies x + z < y + z, for every x, y, z G X, (ii) ax > 0, for every x > 0 in X and every real a > 0, (iii) for all x, y G X there exists a least upper bound (lub) x V y in X, and (iv) ||x|| < \\y\\ whenever |x| < \y\, where the absolute value of x G X, denoted |x|, is defined by |x| = x V (-x).
If A is a Banach space and also satisfies (i)-(iv), X is called a Banach lattice. The greatest lower bound (gib) of x and y in X will be denoted by x A y. If x G X, x+ = x V 0 is called the positive part of x and x~ = -(x A 0) is called the negative part of x. The set C = {x G X: x > 0} is called the positive cone of X. It is easy to see that the positive cone completely determines the ordering. A set {x;}jeA in X is said to be pariwise disjoint (pwd) if |ij| A |xJ = 0 for i ^ j. A linear operator T: X -► Y where X and Y are normed lattices is said to be a positive operator if Tx > 0 for every x > 0 in X.
Every Banach lattice X has the decomposition property which states that if Xi, X2 and y are positive elements of X and y < xy + x2 then there are yy and y2 in X with 0 < yy < Xy and 0 < y2 < x2 such that y = yy +y2. This can easily be seen by taking y = xy A y and y2 = y -yy.
A sublattice of a Banach lattice A is a closed linear subspace Y of X so that Y is closed under the lattice operations. An ideal in A is a linear sublattice Y for which y G Y whenever \y\ < \x\ for some x G Y. If Y is an ideal in X then the quotient space X/Y becomes a Banach lattice if we take as its positive cone the image of the positive cone of X.
In a Banach lattice X if {xj}"=1 C X and )■ + j = 1, the vector ff>M =lubjX>z<j in X over all {atJJLj in Rn for which $3"=1 la»l* -*• This 'UD w^ always exist The following lemma of A. I. Yudin which was proved in the more general setting of Archimedean Riesz spaces will be used implicitly throughout this paper. LEMMA 1.2. Suppose u and v are functions of a finite number of arguments xy, x2,..., Xn G X, composed from these arguments with the aid of a finite number of operations of addition, multiplication by real numbers and passage to the supremum. If u = v is true in the special case where X is the reals, then u = v is true in any Banach lattice X.
Proof. [15, p. 145 PROOF. Suppose X satisfies an upper p-estimate with constant M. Let e > 0 be given and let {xj}"_j be in X. Choose {xi}f=1 in X so that ||xj -Xi\\ < e/2'/p. Then using Proposition 1.5 n n n y \xi\ < y\xi-xi\ + y \x,\ For 1 < p < 00, lp will denote the usual Banach space of p-summable sequences and co will denote the Banach space of null sequences.
The main theorems.
In this section some results on the problem of when an operator T: X -* Y factors through a uniformly convex Banach space are presented. We will be concerned with the special case when X and Y are Banach lattices and T is a positive operator. Specifically, necessary and sufficient conditions will be established for a positive operator to be factorable through a Banach lattice satisfying either an upper or lower estimate. By taking the quotient of X with the ideal Ker T, if necessary, we may assume that KerT is trivial. It is clear from the definitioin that |||Tx|||^ = ||Tx||.z for all x in X. To prove that || • \\z is monotone we may assume 0 < Tx < Ty. Let {xi}"=1 be pwd in X with | £JLi KI < x < y. Then E,n=i ll^i||y]1/9 < \\Ty\\z and hence \\Tx\\z < \\Ty\\z.
To verify the triangle inequality let x and y be positive in X and let e > 0 be given. Pick {zi}f=1 pwd in X so that 0 < z, < x + y, J2"=y zi < x + y, and ||Tx + Ty\\z < E"=1 ||T2i||y]1/9 +-e. Using the decomposition property in X, we can find {xj}"=1 and {yt}?=y both pwd in A so that Zi = xt + yi, 0 < Xj < z,, 0 < 2/t < Zi, J27=i xi -x' and J2"=y Vi ^ V-Using the triangle inequality in lq we Since tr is arbitrary ||Tx + Ty\\z < \\Tx\\z + \\Ty\\z. For general x and y in X \\Tx + Ty\\z = \\\Tx + Ty\\\z<\\\Tx\ + \Ty\\\z <|||Tx|||z + |||TW||U = ||Tx|U + ||Ty||2.
(Zo, || ■ \\z) is a normed lattice with the Y-ordering. Let Z be the norm completion of Z0 with respect to || • \\z-By Lemma 1.3, (Z, \\ ■ \\z) is a Banach lattice. Since || • ^-convergence implies || • ||y-convergence, Z CY. It will now be shown that Z satisfies a lower g-estimate. Let e > 0 be given and let x and y be disjoint in X. Pick {x,}"=1 and {ja}"=1 both pwd in X so that |Er=i*il < N, IET=1W| < |y|, \\Tx\\z < (l + e)Er=ill^||y]1/9 and \\Ty\\z < (1 + e)[E?=1 WTyiWy]1/". Since x and y are disjoint, {x,}?=1 U foJJL, is pwd in X and " n n ] 1/9
[||T*||«Z + IITyll!]1^ <(l + £) £ WTxiW9y + E Hrwlly .t=i t=i
Since e is arbitrary we have
[\\Tx\\"z + \\Ty\\%}^<\\Tx + Ty\\z.
This inequality can be extended by induction to any finite pwd collection in X and so Zo satisfies a lower ^-estimate with estimate constant of one. By Proposition 1.6, Z also satisfies a lower (^-estimate with estimate constant of one. Define R: X -► Z by Rx = Tx. T: X -> Zq has been shown to be continuous and so R is continuous and positive. Define S: Zo -> Y by Sz = z. Then ||52||y = ||z||y < \\z\\z and S is continuous and positive. Letting S be the extension of S to Z, we get the desired operator. Finally, T = SR by construction. □ REMARK. An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 is that if the positive operator T can be factored using positive operators through a Banach lattice with a lower g-estimate, then T can be factored through Z as constructed in the proof. The space Z has the additional property that its lower g-estimate constant is one. where the inf is taken over all {xi}™=1 in X with J27=i xi = *• H remains to be shown that || ■ \\z is a lattice norm.
First we prove the useful equation ||2||z = hrf{Ei=iiix'n} where the inf is taken over all {xi}?=1 in X with z = E"=i xt, z+ = J27=ixi'> z~ = z2?=yx~, and |xi| < |2|. Clearly ||2||z < this infimum.
In a special case, if z = zy + z2, then (21 + 22)+ < zf + zf. Set xf = z+ A zf and xf = z+ -xf. Then xf + xf = z+, xf < zf < \zy\ and xf = z+ -xf = \z+ A (zf + zf)\ -xf = (z+ A zf) + (z+ A zf) -xf < xf + zf -xf = zf < \z2\.
Similarly, we can find Xy and x7/ so that Xy + Xj = z~, x\~ < \zy\ and xj < \z2\. Set xi = xf -Xy and x2 = xf -X? . If 0 < |x| < |y| and {«}?_, satisfies Y2=yVi = ViET-l V+ = V+, E?=i V~ = Vã nd \yi\ < \y\, setting xf = x+ A yf and xi = x A^ we get that E?=i xf = x+ Ay+ = x+ < \x\, J2i=y x7 = x~ Ay~ = x~ < |x|, E"=i xi = x and |xj| < |x|.
Then |xi| < \yi\ which implies E^ilfo]] < Z^Li'IlV*]] or \\x\\z < \\y\\z-Let Z be the || ■ ||^-completion of (X, \\ ■ \\z). By Lemma 1.3, Z is a Banach lattice.
To show (A|| • ||z) satisfies an upper p-estimate, let £ > 0 be given and let x and y be disjoint in X. We may assume, without loss of generality, that x and y are both positive. Let {xi}"=1 and {yi}"=1 be in X so that Xi >0,yi> 0, E?=i x» = x' EiLi W = y, ET-jIN] = A < \\x\\z + £ and ES-iHwll = B < Wvh + e. Pick Since e is arbitrary we have 5 is continuous and positive with ||5|| < K. Letting S be the extension of S on Z, we have the desired operator. Finally T = SR by construction. □ REMARK. Like before, Theorem 2.2 implies that if a positive operator T can be factored through a lattice with an upper p-estimate, then it can be factored through a lattice whose upper p-estimate constant is one.
Consequences of the main theorems.
In this section several direct consequences of the main theorems are given. In particular, a necessary condition is established for a positive operator to be factorable through a super-reflexive Banach lattice.
Beauzamy in [1] introduced the notion of a uniformly convexifying operator. As we shall see later, the definition implies that a Banach space X is uniformly convex if and only if the identity operator on X is uniformly convexifying. An example is presented of a positive uniformly convexifying operator that can be factored with positive operators through no uniformly convex Banach lattice. and E"=i Xi = x, setting yt = supfc{fcx, A y} and y0 = y -E"=i Vi, we get that {Vi}i=o ls Pwd m X with Er=o Vi ~ y and 0 < ij < j/j for 1 < i < n. Then = 21/«(l/2-e)1A Picking e small enough so that 21/9(l/2 -e)1/r is > 1 we get that ||/||z > 1 and || • ||2 is not monotone.
The following is a result of Conroy and Moore [3] .
LEMMA 3.5. Let X be a Banach lattice. //{x*}™=1 is pwd in X* with x* > 0, x > 0 in X, and £ > 0 are given, there exists {xj}"=1 pwd in X with 0 < Xj < x, (xj,x*) > (x,x*) -£, and for i ^ j, (xj,x*) < e.
PROOF. The proof is by induction on n. Letting xi = x, the case n = 1 is trivial. Let n = 2. Since 0 = (x,xj A x£) = ini{(u,x\) + (v,x2): u + v = x,u>0,v>0}, there exist wy > 0 and w2 > 0 in X with (w2,x\) + (u;i,X2) < e/2. Hence (w2,x\) < e/2 and (wy,x2) < e/2. Also (wy,x\) > (x,x\) -e/2 and (w2,x2) > (x, x2) -e/2. Set xy = wy -(wy A w2) and x2 = w2 -(wy A w2). Then xi A x2 = 0, 0 < xi < x, 0 < x2 < x, (xy,x2) < (wy,x2) < e/2, (x2,xj) < (w2,x\) < e/2, (xy,x\) = (wy,x\) -(wy A w2,x\) > (xy,x\) -e/2 -(w2,x\) > (x,x*y) -£ and similarly, (x2,X2) > (x,x£) -e. Now suppose the result holds for n = 1,2,..., A; with k > 2 and consider the case of fc + 1 linear functionals. Apply the induction hypothesis to the fc linear functionals x\, x^, ■ ■ ■, x*k_y, x*k + x*k+l and apply the case fc = 2 to the pair x% and xt+v u
The following is a theorem of Tzafriri. .
Since e is arbitrary and E"=i x% < x we get REMARK. In a sense, Corollary 3.8 is a dead end. That is, W and Z come in the wrong order in the factorization, so that these techniques do not imply that such a T can be factored through a uniformly convex lattice. Corollary 3.12 will show that reversing the order of W and Z does give the desired result. However, Corollary 3.9 shows that the hypothesis of Corollary 3.8 is required for a factorization through a uniformly convex lattice. We do not know if this hypothesis is also sufficient, but it is not sufficient using these techniques. We now prove a technical lemma to facilitate the proof of Corollary 3.12.
LEMMA 3.11. Suppose Kp < q and the Banach lattice W satisfies an upper p-estimate. Let Z0 = {w G IV: ||u>||z < °°} where || • \\z is defined on W by (NECESSITY) Since Z satisfies a lower g-estimate, S satisfies the necessary condition of Theorem 2.1. The construction in the proof of Theorem 2.1 yields a Banach lattice V which satisfies a lower g-estimate through which S can be factored. Lemma 3.11 states that the upper p-estimate of W is preserved under this construction and hence V is super-reflexive. □ DEFINITION. Let e be given with 0 < e < 2. We say that two points xy, x2 G X form a (l,e)-branch in X if ||xi -x2|| > e. Assume that a (n -l,e)-branch (n > 2) has been defined. We shall say that the 2n points xy, x2,..., x2n form a (n, e)-branch in X if (a) ||x2t -X2t-i|| > e for z = 1,2,.. .,2"-1 and (b) the midpoints (x2l +x2l-y)/2, i = 1,2,... ,2n_1, form a (n -l,e)-branch. We say that X has the Finite Tree Property if, for some e, 0 < e < 2, one can find, for every n > 1, a (n, e)-branch contained in the unit ball of X. Note that the identity operator on a uniformly convex space is uniformly convexifying. Beauzamy noted in [1] that a compact operator is necessarily uniformly convexifying.
EXAMPLE. The following is an example of a uniformly convexifying operator that factors through no uniformly convex Banach lattice.
Let T\: Co -* Co be the diagonal operator with Xi = l/log(i -I-1). Using Lemma 3.14 oo oô
Kaiei < sup |Aj| Y2 a'e' "^ °> i=n + l i^n + 1 ,=n + l and T\ is compact and hence uniformly convexifying. However, since {Xi}°ly belongs to no lg, Lemma 3.15 states that T\ does not factor through any uniformly convex Banach lattice. REMARK. Beauzamy knew that a uniformly convexifying operator need not factor through a uniformly convex space. Hence his choice of terminology could be open to question. A better choice might be super-reflexive operator, since "nonreflexive operators" are not "finitely representable" in such an operator.
Although super-reflexive and isomorphic to a uniformly convex space are equivalent for Banach spaces, the question becomes more complex for operators (even positive ones).
